Supplemental House Calendar
Monday, May 3, 2021

****** GENERAL STATE CALENDAR ******

HOUSE BILLS
THIRD READING

HB 1433
Capriglione / Oliverson
Relating to the payment of insurance deductibles for property insurance claims.

****** POSTPONED BUSINESS ******
UNTIL 10:00 AM

HB 2189
King, Phil / Craddick / Price / King, Ken / Bell, Cecil
Relating to state contracts with and investments in certain companies that boycott energy companies.

HB 4422
King, Tracy O.
Relating to the authority to request attorney general advice on questions relating to actions in which the state is interested.

HB 20
Murr / et al.
Relating to the release of defendants on bail.

HB 1653
Craddick
Relating to disannexation of certain areas that do not receive full municipal services.

HB 1418
Leach / Gervin-Hawkins / et al.
Relating to civil liability and responsibility for the consequences of defects in the plans, specifications, or related documents for the construction or repair of an improvement to real property.

HB 3381
Leman / Goldman / Landgraf / Darby / King, Tracy O.
Relating to the authority of the Railroad Commission of Texas to contract for the treatment of and sell drill cuttings.

HB 4492
Paddie
Relating to securitizing costs associated with electric markets; granting authority to issue bonds.

HB 2000
Huberty
Relating to the funding of utility reliability and resiliency projects by the Texas Water Development Board; authorizing the issuance of revenue bonds.

HJR 2
Huberty
Proposing a constitutional amendment creating the State Utilities Reliability Fund and the State Utilities Reliability Revenue Fund to provide financial support for projects that enhance the reliability and resiliency of water, electric, and natural gas utilities, broadband providers, and power generation resources in this state.

HB 4313
Vo
Relating to the enforcement of insurance laws, including laws governing the unauthorized business of insurance; authorizing administrative penalties.

HB 1897
Sanford / King, Phil / Holland / et al.
Relating to disclosure requirements for agreements consenting to municipal annexation.
HB 2041 Leman / et al.
Relating to the disclosure of appraisal reports in connection with the use of eminent domain authority.

HB 3962 Neave
Relating to the powers and duties of a domestic relations office.

HB 2441 White
Relating to the imposition and collection of fines, fees, and court costs in criminal cases.

HB 2043 Leman / Guillen / Murr / Harris / Spiller / et al.
Relating to the qualification of land for appraisal for ad valorem tax purposes as agricultural land and the liability for the additional tax imposed on such land if the use of the land changes as a result of a condemnation.

HB 3754 Oliverson
Relating to regulation of the pledge or encumbrance of an insurer's assets under the Asset Protection Act.

HB 3915 Goldman
Relating to the designation of certain premises as critical load premises for electric service.

HB 2579 Leach
Relating to shorthand reporting and depositions.

********** CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS CALENDAR **********

HJR 143 Geren
Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the professional sports team charitable foundations of organizations sanctioned by the Professional Rodeo Cowboys Association to conduct charitable raffles at rodeo venues.

********** GENERAL STATE CALENDAR **********

HB 3012 Geren
Relating to charitable raffles conducted by the professional sports teams charitable foundations of organizations sanctioned by the Professional Rodeo Cowboys Association at rodeo venues.

HB 818 Cole / Thompson, Senfronia / Bell, Keith / Holland / Leman / et al.
Relating to the prosecution and punishment of the criminal offense of harassment; creating a criminal offense.

HB 2025 Hunter
Relating to certain statutes and governmental actions that relate to the federal census.

HB 618 Dutton
Relating to the participation of open-enrollment charter schools in the Jobs and Education for Texans (JET) Grant Program.

HB 1869 Burrows / Bonnen / Middleton / et al.
Relating to the definition of debt for the purposes of calculating certain ad valorem tax rates of a taxing unit.
HB 2716    King, Tracy O.
Relating to recommendations made by the Parks and Wildlife Department and intervention by the Parks and Wildlife Department in matters regarding certain permits.

HB 1294    Guillen / Morales, Eddie / et al.
Relating to an exemption from motor fuel taxes for certain fuel used by a rural transit district to provide public transportation.

HB 2667    Smithee / Rodriguez / Ashby / King, Tracy O. / Anderson / et al.
Relating to universal service fund assistance to high cost rural areas and the uniform charge that funds the universal service fund; authorizing a fee.

HB 3037    Raymond / Frank / Hinojosa / Rose
Relating to the regulation of referral agencies for senior living communities; providing a civil penalty.

HB 3697    Hernandez / Guillen
Relating to the eligibility for unemployment compensation of certain employees who leave the workplace to care for a minor child.

HB 783     Cyrier / Morales, Eddie / Bonnen / Parker / Larson
Relating to the powers and duties of the Parks and Wildlife Department regarding wind-powered energy devices; providing a civil penalty.

HB 2406    Davis
Relating to the qualifications of experts in certain health care liability claims.

HB 1698    Raney / Kacal
Relating to an optional county fee on vehicle registration in certain counties to be used for transportation projects.

HB 3948    King, Tracy O. / Guillen
Relating to the production and regulation of hemp and consumable hemp products; authorizing a fee.

HB 1416    Capriglione / Raymond
Relating to business days for purposes of the public information law.

HB 3015    Hernandez
Relating to a governmental body's response to a request for public information.

HB 157     Rodriguez
Relating to requirements regarding an employee's normal weekly hours of work under the shared work unemployment compensation program.

HB 2169    Sanford / Guillen
Relating to the eligibility requirements for a license to carry a handgun.

HB 1739    Romero, Jr. / Leman
Relating to certain contracts regarding airports and associated air navigation facilities operated by or on behalf of a local government.

HB 3367    Turner, Chris / Bonnen / Thompson, Senfronia / Shine / Hefner / et al.
Relating to the powers and duties of certain property owners' associations.

HB 448     Bailes / Burns / Ashby / Harris / Leman / et al.
Relating to the right of landowners to file complaints with the Texas Real Estate Commission against certain entities regarding alleged misconduct by the entities while exercising eminent domain authority and to the creation of an ombudsman office for landowners.
HB 159  González, Mary / Harris
Relating to improving training and staff development for primary and secondary educators to enable them to more effectively serve all students.

HB 2261  Wu
Relating to the authority of a municipal management district to provide public education facilities and public education-related supplemental services.

HB 4240  Raymond / Middleton / Swanson / Ramos / Talarico
Relating to local regulation to enforce child custody orders; authorizing a civil penalty.

HB 2468  Thompson, Ed
Relating to programs established and funded under the Texas emissions reduction plan.

HB 1973  Canales
Relating to the investigation of municipal fire fighters.

HB 2702  Landgraf
Relating to the protective order registry maintained by the Office of Court Administration of the Texas Judicial System and the removal of certain vacated protective orders from the registry.

HB 3287  González, Mary / Lozano / Anderson / Frank
Relating to the provision of certain co-navigation services to persons who are deaf-blind.

HB 2044  Leman / et al.
Relating to establishing actual progress for the purposes of determining the right to repurchase real property from a condemning entity.

HB 2219  Canales / et al.
Relating to the issuance of Texas Mobility Fund obligations.

HB 1505  Paddie / et al.
Relating to attachments for broadband service on utility poles owned by an electric cooperative.

HB 3069  Holland / Leach / Moody / Johnson, Julie / Harris
Relating to statutes of limitation and repose for certain claims involving the construction or repair of an improvement to real property or equipment attached to real property.

HB 2199  Parker / Capriglione / Anchia / Stephenson / Wilson
Relating to the establishment of the digital identity work group.

HB 2705  Stucky / Crockett / Johnson, Ann / Parker / Raney
Relating to the establishment and administration of the Texas Woman's University System.

HB 1776  Bell, Keith
Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings.

HB 3502  Lambert / Darby
Relating to organization of, meetings of, and voting by condominium unit owners' associations and property owners' associations.

HB 957  Oliverson / Hefner / White / Guillen / et al.
Relating to local, state, and federal regulation of firearm suppressors.
HB 158    Thierry / Hull / Neave / Rose
Relating to a pilot program to provide Medicaid coverage of doula services.

HB 2505    Smith / Metcalf
Relating to creating the criminal offense of boating while intoxicated with a child passenger; changing the eligibility for deferred adjudication community supervision.

HB 4055    Meza
Relating to reporting and investigating certain cases of child abuse or neglect involving a pregnant woman's use of a controlled substance.

HB 3306    Middleton / Rose
Relating to the disclosure of certain information regarding the occurrence of communicable diseases in residential facilities.

HB 30      Talarico
Relating to educational programs provided by the Windham School District in the Texas Department of Criminal Justice for certain inmates.

HB 1225    Campos
Relating to an evaluation by the housing and health services coordination council of the 2-1-1 services provided by the Texas Information and Referral Network.

HB 2990    Morales Shaw / Bowers / Reynolds / Price
Relating to a requirement to make certain environmental and water use permit applications available online.